Recent observations of a levelling of the death rate in extreme old age, in both experimental species and humans, are posing difficult problems for evolutionary biologists, in particular about the evolution of the post-reproductive period.
Natural selection will therefore be less effective at reducing the frequency of later-acting mutations in populations, providing one compelling reason why ageing is expected to evolve. This is what is known as the 'mutation accumulation' theory of ageing [1] . Furthermore, mutations that increase fitness at younger agesperhaps because they increase fertility -but at the expense of decreasing fitness at later ages -perhaps because they increase the death rate -can be incorporated into a population because natural selection will act more strongly on the earlier, beneficial effect. This is the reasoning behind the 'antagonistic pleiotropy' or 'tradeoff' theory of ageing [4] .
Future prospects for survival and reproduction are therefore expected to decline late in life [5] . Indeed, death rates do generally increase with adult age, often at an exponential rate, over most of the age range [6] . However, observations on the death rates of very large cohorts of the nematode Caenorhabdititis elegans [7] , the fruitflies Drosophila melanogaster [8] and Ceratitis capitata [9] , and humans [6, 10] have shown that the rate of increase in death rate declines at very old ages. In humans, death rates continue to rise at later ages, although the acceleration lessens, whereas in the experimental organisms the death rates were found to plateau or even decline. These findings have been taken to imply that old individuals age more slowly, or even show negative ageing. Before this conclusion is accepted, alternative explanations should be considered. Older individuals may encounter better environments than younger ones -for instance, older people may receive better health care and the older experimental organisms may have benefitted from a lower population density. Although the latter may be part of the explanation for the original observations [7] [8] [9] , changes in density were explicitly ruled out as the sole explanation for Ceratitis [11] and Drosophila [12] . Heterogeneity of individuals or subpopulations could also cause population death rates to show lesser increases at later ages; even if individuals all show an exponential increase in intrinsic probability of death with age, frailer individuals will die first, so that the longer-lived may be a more robust subset of the starting population, and hence have lower death rates [13] .
Genetic heterogeneity does indeed appear to be the main explanation for the C. elegans results [7] , because in this case an isogenic line showed far less mortality-levelling than a mixed population. In contrast, the slowing down of ageing at later ages in Drosophila was seen even in cohorts of genetically identical individuals [8] . But, environmental variance in robustness may be as important as genetic variation -or even more important -and some role for individual heterogeneity is difficult to rule out [14] .
If levelling of individual death rates late in life is a real phenomenon, can we explain it in terms of standard models of life-history evolution? Some researchers have suggested that it "raises serious questions about the evolution of senescence" [12] . Although both evolutionary theories predict a decline in survival and fecundity at later ages [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] , it is less obvious how they can explain the levelling of death rates late in life, given the effective absence of any selection to maintain survival or reproduction very late in life when almost no individuals are around to be selected. This problem has been tackled in two recent theoretical papers [15, 16] .
The first paper [15] is based on an extension of the 'disposable soma' model [17] , an explicit realization of the trade-off idea which postulates a conflict between the allocation of resources to reproduction and to the repair of somatic damage. A reduction in damage repair at a given age is assumed to cause an elevated death rate at all subsequent ages. Given a functional relationship between repair allocation and reproductive rate at a given age (Figure 1 ), the age-specific pattern of allocation to repair versus reproduction that maximises life-time reproductive success can be determined, yielding a prediction of the age-specific pattern of mortality for the optimal lifehistory. If reproductive rate saturates rapidly as the level of repair diminishes, it is relatively easy to generate an optimal life-history in which the death rate increases approximately exponentially during much of life, but increases less rapidly late in life (Fig. 1) . The optimum level of repair declines with age in both versions of the model -illustrated by curves 1 and 2 in Fig. 1a because some senescence occurs in both and so future reproductive prospects decline, making present reproduction increasingly important. However, because a decline in repair reaps progressively lower rewards in reproductive success in version 1 of the model, repair levels remain high at later ages, producing the levelling in mortality rate.
In the second paper, Mueller and Rose [16] have modelled both the pleiotropy (trade-off) and mutation accumulation theories. For the case of pleiotropy, they assumed the occurrence of mutations with both positive and negative effects on survival rates over two bands of ages; the bands for positive and negative effects were assigned randomly and independently for a mutation introduced into the population. Such mutations were either fixed by selection or eliminated, depending on their effects on net fitness, and the life-histories allowed to evolve for tens of thousands of mutant introductions. Strikingly, this process of evolutionary change led to life-histories in which there was an approximately exponential increase in mortality during the first part of life, followed by a later plateau in mortality. Mutation accumulation at many loci with age-specific effects on mortality was also modelled, assuming that mutations at a given locus affected only a single age-class. This again resulted in a life-history in which mortality increased rapidly, and then levelled off to a constant value late in life. The approximately exponential increase in death rates in the first part of the life-history is understandable qualitatively in terms of the conventional theory, but it would be nice to have deeper quantitative understanding. The reason for levelling late in life is discussed below.
Do these results imply that we have a convincing evolutionary explanation for both exponential increases in death rates early in life and levelling off later? While it is encouraging that evolutionary theorists are beginning to attempt to model the demographic details of senescence, some caution is in order. The repair model [15] does not produce an exponential increase in death rates without making some special assumptions about the relation between repair and reproductive rate, which lack any independent justification. And the death rate still tends to infinity with increased age, in contradiction to the empirical data described above.
Mortality levelling in both models presumably reflects the decline of the impact on net fitness of changes in survival to almost to zero very late in life, implying that selection is indifferent to the age-specific pattern of effect in extreme old age. In some earlier models [18] , this was found to lead to complete collapse of survival and fecundity late in life. Collapse was avoided in the Mueller and Rose [16] mutation accumulation model by the expedient of assuming that mutant homozygotes never had zero survival rates [17] . In the Mueller and Rose [16] pleiotropy model, the evolutionary process was run only for a finite amount of time; presumably, late-life survival rates would approach zero as more evolutionary time elapsed, so again non-zero late survival is unexplained.
Further assumptions are clearly needed to yield predictions for death rates in the post-reproductive period, Dispatch R441
Figure 1
The Abrams and Ludwig [15] trade-off model, which as described in the text may account for the evolution of a levelling off in mortality rate with extreme old age. (a) Two different curves relating the reproductive rate at a given age to the proportion of resources allocated to repair at that age. With curve 1, the reproductive rate reaches a plateau when allocation to repair is reduced sufficiently; with curve 2, there is no such saturation. (b) The corresponding curves relating log mortality to age for the optimal life history. Curve 1 shows an initial linear gain in log mortality, with a subsequent levelling off; curve 2 exhibits no levelling off. which must evolve solely as a result of mutation pressure and of selection on events earlier in life. At least in the experimental organisms mentioned above, and in the main also in humans, those individuals who are still alive when death rates level off are all sterile. Cessation of reproduction may in itself reduce risk and damage, and contribute to the levelling of death rates. But in organisms that do not contribute to the fitness of younger relatives, there is no selection for post-reproductive longevity [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Evolutionary models of this part of the life history must include effects of mutations on survival and fertility at all ages, including those in the post-reproductive period.
In the absence of extended parental or grandparental care of the young, the only obvious evolutionary factor that can prevent survival rates declining to zero at extreme ages is the existence of a numerous set of vital loci expressed late in life, the functions of which are also required at some range of earlier ages. Mutations in these genes would be prevented from spreading to fixation, and so the maintenance of non-zero survival rates late in life is rendered possible. We thus do not necessarily expect to see a wall of death or sterility at the age where the intensity of selection is effectively zero, although something very like this can happen in organisms like the Pacific salmon that have a single, heroic, breeding episode [3] . It remains to be seen whether evolutionary models that mix age-specific effects with effects that are common to all ages can reproduce the demographic phenomena. We also need information about mechanisms linking survival and fertility at different ages, as well as direct studies of the age distribution of the effects of new mutations, before such models can be tested.
What of the prospects for immortality? Lifespan turns out to have a distribution somewhat different from that expected by some workers, but different species-specific lifespans are observed, and it is only by the study of vastly increased sample sizes that the existence of a low frequency of Methuselahs has been detected. Furthermore, all the organisms studied are in an environment less harsh than that in which their life history evolved; postreproductive individuals are exceedingly uncommon in nature [19] . Nonetheless, the new findings are forcing evolutionary biologists to think harder about the evolution of the post-reproductive period.
